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Beijing Time 04.10-04.11, 2022, 9am - 1pm CST
Pacific Time 04.09-04.10, 2022, 6pm - 10pm PST
Online (Zoom)

（

），Youtube（Other Countries）

Bilibili China

Artisan Business Group (ABG), Ehelp Company, PR Law
Center, Chinese Elite Consortium, US Oversea Students
Union, Blockchain China Connect
Guangxi General Chamber of Commerce, Easyfind,
Easypet, Easyfit, DA Media, Bezalel International,
Digital Asset Academy of America, Asia Animal
Conservation Association
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Introduction

18:00 - 18:05

09:00 - 09:05

Guest Speech

18:05 - 18:25

09:05 - 09:25

Group Chat

18:25 - 18:55

09:25 - 09:55

Pop-Quiz

18:55 - 19:00

09:55 - 10:00

Break Time

19:00 - 19:05

10:00 - 10:05

Introduction

19:05 - 19:10

10:05 - 10:10

Guest Speech

19:10 - 19:30

10:10 - 10:30

Group Chat

19:30 - 20:00

10:30 - 11:00

Pop-Quiz

20:00 - 20:05

11:00 - 11:05

Break Time

20:05 - 20:10

11:05 -11:10

Introduction

20:15 - 20:20

11:15 - 11:20

Guest Speech

20:20 - 20:40

11:20 - 11:40

Group Chat

20:40 - 21:20

11:40 - 12:20

Summary/Question/Lottery

21:20 - 21:30

12:20 - 12:30

Roundtable

21:30 - 22:00

12:30 - 13:00
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Artisan Business Group
Artisan Business Group, Inc. is a customer-centered international business and risk management
consulting firm that specializes in working with financial and investment companies, including real estate
developers, banks, wealth management companies, private equity companies, family offices, insurance
companies, blockchain technology providers and other companies, to help achieve their business and
marketing objectives and provide real results through strategic cooperation, effective communication, risk
management and efficient facilitation. Artisan Business Group’s teams have provided many business
opportunities and alternative financing for quite some developments, casinos, hotels, restaurants,
manufacturers, schools and franchises in the United States, Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean

Ehelp
Ehelp is an international digital asset management company located in Los Angeles. They integrate digital
artwork economy, digital asset agency, IP packaging and promotion, IP derivative product development and
sales, and technical support services together. Ehelp is a very professional team, all the team member is
bilingual in English and Chinese, They got Well-established Film & TV Production, legal counsel, and
marketing departments throughout the company. Ehelp is devoted to providing one-stop services to artists
so that artists can fully concentrate on the creation of art, and be free of worries.

PR Law Center
PR Law Center has been offering legal services for over 30 years. It adheres to its purpose of providing
legal services to all Chinese Americans and holds ‘serving the Chinese’ as its meaning of existence. While
continuously improving our service and capability, we have accumulated a lot of experience and resources,
to make the American culture and laws easy to understand, help customers and their families obtain short
and long-term visas and reach the goal of staying in the United States. We have a deep understanding of
the legal aspect of private funding and securitizing for the blockchain industry (including tokenization of
STO, ICO, and NFT), which helps companies transform and enter the digital asset market.
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Chinese Elite Consortium
The Chinese Elite Consortium(CEC) also called U.S. Chinese Elite Consortium was established in 2019. CEC
is an alliance composed of 137 new-generation Chinese students from more than 45 top universities in the
United States and the United Kingdom, such as Harvard, Columbia, Stanford, UC Berkeley, UCLA, USC,
Oxford University, and so on. It aims to strengthen the connection and cooperation of outstanding young
people around the world, and create a broad platform let all the honorable guests, organizers, and audience
here express and exchange their creative ideas. In the end, the platform is turned into a creative, highly
integrated and open and inclusive communication channel.

US Oversea Students Union
The U.S. Overseas Student Union was founded in 2018, and successfully registered in California in 2019, as
a non-profit organization, it has established International Student Union in 19 states and one Student Union
for Malaysian students up now. With devotion to encouragement and enhancement of communication and
interaction between international students in America, our league makes every endeavor to promote the
settlement of problems and confusions of all sorts confronting the international students in their life or
more extensive fields, so that they adapt more quickly to new environments. Meanwhile, precious
opportunities of internship also have been constantly provided by The U.S. Overseas Student Union as a
means of assistance for the international students to better dock with society after their graduation and
achieve success in their own professions. We solemnly promise that under the assistance of our league,
not only high-quality resources can be accessed but also individual capability improvement and
comprehensive practice can be achieved as well.

Blockchain China Connect
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Jack Li

Chief Executive Officer, EasyFind Co.

Brian B. Su

President & CEO, Artisan Business Group
(USA)

Marketing General Manager, PR Law Center
Chief consultant, US Overseas Student Union
Cofounder, US Asian Association of
Bodybuilding and Fitness (UAABF)

President & CEO, Lincoln International
Education Center
Founding Partner, Sangamon
Founding Partner, Hydraulics Technology Inc.

Cofounder, US Asian Animal Conservation
Association
Co-Founder, Digital Asset Academy of America
Puerto Rico's first Chinese "Ambassador of
Goodwill"
Chief Judge, Vergelia USA 31st Miss Asia
International
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Joe Wu

Graduate of California State University,
Fullerton
Founder and President of US Oversea
Students Union
General Manager, EasyFind Co.

Allen

2021 USD CSSA President
Executive Vice President, Chinese Elite
Consortium
Industry Research Intern, CreditEase Impact
Private Equity Fund
PwC Digital Solution Consulting Intern
Vice President, 2021 Chinese-youth Cloud
Summit
General Manager, Guangdong - Hong Kong Macao- Zhejiang Forum
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Jasmin
Current student at University of San Diego
2021-2022 USD CSSA President
Vice Director of Marketing Department, Chinese Elite Consortium
Marketing Intern, Tencent Neo-culture
Cofounder of SWIS (Resource Integration Platform for International Students in
Southwest China)

Angela
USC double major in Applied
Math and Economics/ Data
Science
Goldman Sachs Possibilities
Summit 2022

Sharon
UNC-Chapel Hill graduate
Founder of Govinda
International Education Co.
Product Marketing Manager,
Soca
In charge of brand growth at
EdwithU

Klaus
Current student at East Los
Angeles College
Planned and co-hosted the
"First Vegetarian Milk Tea
Festival" with PETA, the
World Animal Protection
Association

Yang Yu

Chloe
Current student at University
of San Diego
UCSB CSSA 2021-2022
Director of Freshmen
Academic Department

TUNAN

Kelly

Current student at University
of San Diego
President of Tianjin
International Students
Association
L'Oreal Business
Competition Finals

Current student at University
of British Columbia
UBC BizChina Events
Director
FIDS Intern

Bachelor, Boston University;
Master, Northwest University
Professional background in
entertainment management
and public relations
Public relations director of
Ehelp Co.

Wanying
Graduate of University of La
Verne
Director of external relations,
US Overseas Student Union
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China and Puerto Rico Investment Forum
The 1st China and Puerto Rico Investment Forum was held on March 1st, 2017, in San Juan, the capital of
Puerto Rico, USA. The forum focused on Puerto Rico's current economic condition, investment climate, and
other relevant content. The guests explored new opportunities for Chinese enterprises to promote
investment and cooperation in the Caribbean and Puerto Rico, seeking multilateral cooperation and codevelopment between China and countries in the Caribbean. Ricardo Rossello Nevares, Governor of the
Free State of Puerto Rico, also expressed the hope that more Chinese enterprises and investors would
invest and travel to seek a win-win situation.

China Youth Cloud Summit
The Chinese-Youth Cloud Summit is a new cloud summit planned and prepared by the Chinese Elite
Consortium since 2020. It invited world-class elites from various fields, including business, politics, and
entertainment, and it is committed to provide the opportunity for outstanding international students from
China and the USA to share their experiences and insights, exchange views, and conduct in-depth
discussions. It also brought Chinese and international experts together, building a platform for exchanging
views and promoting the improvement of all walks of life.

苏丰原
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The Global Digital Asset Summit (GDAS) will be held online from 9-10 April 2022 and will
be the most professional forum for top industry experts and investors to discuss the core
topics of digital assets. It aims to build an international business and investment platform
for the digital asset industry to connect and win-win. Participants include blockchain
technology providers, venture capital funds, angel investors, hedge funds, digital currency
exchanges, ICO start-ups, legal and tax experts, mining machine manufacturers, miners
and blockchain industry media and promotion service providers.

Recently, digital assets have gradually developed with the rise of electronic payment
systems, and by 2019, the global digital economy reached US$31.8 trillion (41.5% of the
global economy), with the US ranking first in the world with US$13 trillion and China
ranking second with US$5.2 trillion. With the development of the digital economy and the
increased digitization of industries, new types of assets have been created and are
involved in our daily economic and financial activities. Just a year ago, the digital RMB
was used for the first time in a major marketing campaign in a Shanghai shopping mall;
and more recently, the newly launched bing dwen dwen NFT blind box shot up in value by
almost a thousand times overnight. The potential of digital assets is immeasurable, what
impact will this new force have on the world? How do you get ahead of the curve in the
rapid development of digital assets? Lock into the Global Digital Assets Summit, where
industry experts will take you on a new track into digital assets.
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The Key to Unlocking the Metaverse — "NFT"
The Origin and Future of
Digital Assets
Future trends in the metaverse
Global Decentralization Trends
The business value of
blockchain today and future

Possibilities After the
Rise of Blockchain
The application and practice of
blockchain technology in
different fields
The integration of blockchain
with traditional Internet, Big
Data, Internet of Things, and
Artificial Intelligence
How to digitize in various fields

The Choice Between
Tradition and Innovation,
of Young Generation
Under a New Era
The impact of the Metaverse
and NFTs on the gaming,
music, and film industries
The career and entrepreneurial
choices of university students

Leadership Conversations
Roundtable Events

An Authoritative Guide to new paths of "Digital Assets

Opportunities and
Challenges of the New
Pathways
Angel/VC Opportunities in
Blockchain
Identify valuable and growing
blockchain investments

The First Step Into The
Metaverse
Innovation of Digital
Assets
Blockchain Technology and
Sharing Economy
Storage security of new
encrypted digital assets
New Wealth Management
Investments

STO related introduction and
processes
Related introduction and
investment prospects

Leaders’ discussion
Special roundtable event
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The Origin and Future of Digital Assets
In March 2021, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey successfully traded his first tweet, "just setting up my twttr" in
2006 as a non-fungible token NFT for $2.5 million, starting on that day NFT became the hot topic until
today. With the development of electronic payment systems, the concept of digital assets has entered
people's field of vision. However, digital assets do not specifically refer to digital financial services such as
electronic money. Digital assets in the true sense should be native assets that contain full information and
are displayed and circulated in digital form. The development of digital assets can not only effectively
expand the application scenarios of digital currency, but also lay an important cornerstone for the issuance
of digital currency in the future. The coordinated development of the two is the basic driving force and an
important symbol of the development of the digital economy. How to digitize assets has also become a
central topic. The characteristics of blockchain technology are decentralized, difficult to tamper with, and
traceable. Moderators realize the digitization of assets, which brings new opportunities to digital assets. In
addition, the combination of these technologies promotes the development of the concept of "metaverse,"
enriches the transformation model of the digital economy, and integrates digital financial achievements
such as DeFi, IPFS, and NFT.

Possibilities After the Rise of Blockchain
As an underlying protocol or technical solution, blockchain can effectively solve the problem of trust and
realize the free transfer of value. It has broad prospects in the fields of digital currency, financial asset
transaction settlement, digital government affairs, and evidence-based anti-counterfeiting data services. In
addition, blockchain is integrating with various technologies, including traditional Internet, big data, Internet
of Things, and artificial intelligence. For example, blockchain is integrating with the industrial Internet in
identification analysis, supply chain finance, innovative industry applications, and other fields to achieve
integrated development. Inspired by the fusion of blockchain technology, people are exploring how to
digitize various fields, which has become an unstoppable future trend.
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The Choice Between Tradition and Innovation, of
Young Generation Under a New Era
NFT (Non-Fungible Token) is a derivative concept of a blockchain that can prove the uniqueness and
ownership of related assets. With the development of the NFT concept, the entertainment industry has also
turned its attention to integrating NFT technology. Game manufacturers develop products based on
blockchain, allowing players to own tradable assets in the real world. NFTs are changing the traditional way
of discovering music, as well that digital music pieces can be quickly sold for tens of thousands of dollars.
In the film industry, NFTs promote the confirmation of the property rights of works so that the behavior of
piracy becomes traceable and verifiable. So, under the integration of the entertainment industry and NFT,
have college students' employment and entrepreneurial choices changed? More and more young
people are paying attention to the rapid development of digital assets such as NFT. How will their career
development paths be different?

Opportunities and Challenges of the New Pathways
The metaverse, a hypothesis put forward by American author Neal Stephenson in his book Avalanche in the
1990s, has become a global buzzword this year. In recent months, giants such as Facebook (renamed
Meta), Microsoft, and Nvidia have entered the Metaverse; Tencent, ByteDance, and other companies have
actively competed for tickets. The founder and CEO of Open Sea, the world's largest NFT trading platform,
recently announced a new round of capital increase plans. According to a report by market research agency
Chainalysis, the size of the NFT market in 2021 has reached at least US$26.9 billion, or approximately RMB
170 billion. After the new wave of the capital increase, the market value of the platform may exceed 13.3
billion US dollars.
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Innovation of Digital Assets
Since Bitcoin began to widely enter people's lives in 2008, blockchain technology has attracted significant
attention from all walks of life. The United States was the first to research the blockchain industry, and in
China, the government and the financial community have also attached great importance to the blockchain.
Since 2016, the blockchain has developed rapidly and continuously extended to various fields. Since
blockchain technology establishes reliable peer-to-peer trust in the network, it is expected to support the
realization of multiple sharing economy scenarios such as shared transportation, shared education, shared
housing, and shared energy. It is an ideal solution to realize the shared economy. . On the other hand, the
surging digital age has brought unprecedented comprehensive changes to wealth management
institutions. In this context, learning the digital operation of wealth management with the help of intelligent
technology and promoting the overall intelligence and customization of wealth management has become
the focus of the entire wealth management industry.

The First Step Into The Metaverse
In the past two years, companies have moved closer to the metaverse. However, the higher the degree of
digitization, the greater the security challenges. Future attacks on the virtual world will harm the real world,
so the metaverse faces security risks. At present, Internet giants, Internet-related entrepreneurs, and angel
investors have become loyal supporters of the metaverse. Metaverse-related industries are not mature
enough. Many companies still have only one strategy, which is quite far from the true industrialization of
the metaverse. In the future, applying the metaverse to more fields and different platforms, generalizing,
and engineering related technologies has become issues that enterprises need to consider.
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Mr. Daqi Cui
Cui Daqi, Master of Laws from China, and the United States, is currently the
COO of Green Energy Holding Group, a company listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and President of Bezalel International Financial Group in the United
States. Mainly engaged in the operation and management of listed
companies, corporate mergers and acquisitions, private equity funds and
public fundraising. In recent years, with the rise of cryptocurrency, he has
begun to intervene in the establishment and operation of digital currency
exchanges, cryptocurrency mining operations, and integrated listing
resources, especially set up special purpose companies (SPAC), to provide
digital currency companies with a full range of rapid access to the capital
market.

J. Robert Collins Jr
J. Robert Collins Jr is the chairman and CEO of Mercantile Global Holdings,
which operates the crypto exchange, San Juan Mercantile Exchange, set to
launch in June 2019, and SJMBT, its partner bank for crypto trading and
custody services.

Dr. William Tien
William is a finance industry veteran, an inventor, and a business visionary
leader. He has close to 30 years of experience managing and starting
businesses in the finance and technology industries. For the last 18 years, he
has held corporate directorships in numerous public listed companies. In the
1990s, he was also one of the early inventors who created the mobile wallet,
hard-coded into a mobile device. He is the critical driver for TiENPAY’s
business visions and mission, and he will lead TiENPAY and TiENCHAT to
achieve great things.
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Xiaochen Zhang
Xiaochen is a solutions-driven senior executive with over 20 years of proven
excellence in designing and implementing transformative innovations in
financial markets and international development. Zhang’s reputation as a
blockchain, central bank digital currency, Fintech, and
climate finance thought leader had led him to be featured as the keynote
speaker at over 100 international forums. Lattice80 also has listed Zhang as
one of the Top 100 blockchain influencers. He led the company
FinTech4Good, being awarded the Best FinTech Impact Investing Network
2019 and 2020 by Wealth & Finance International.

Mingquan Zhang
Licensed lawyer in Minnesota and a member of the Bar Association. He holds a bachelor's degree
in music management from the Central Conservatory of Music, a bachelor's degree in
international business from Berkeley University in New York, and a Juris Doctor degree from New
York Law School. He is proficient in both Chinese and English. Attorney Zhang focuses on federal
law, and his main scope of practice includes: business immigration law (EB-1A, EB-1C, L-1, H-1B,
O-1A, O-1B visa applications), blockchain private placement and listing ( Including STO, ICO, NFT
product tokenization), company law, and copyright law and other relevant laws and regulations.
From 2020 to 2021, Mr. Zhang: Successfully assisted a company in New York to complete the
minting, issuance and listing of tokens on the Waves Exchange blockchain exchange.
He successfully assisted 10 domestic medical experts, and successfully published two medical
research series books around the world, which were collected by the US Library of Congress. He
has successfully assisted domestic digital artists to release more than 50 music works on Apple,
Tidal, Youtube, Amazon, Tencent and many other global music platforms, among which several
music works have a global audience of over 500,000.
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Xiaoqi Zhou (aka. Soulgood Kid)
Xiaoqi Zhou (aka. Soulgood Kid) is a musician, producer, composer, audio
engineer and performing artist. Her music genres include Alternative, Indie,
R&B, EDM etc. Ms. Zhou constantly takes an experimental approach while
making her work. She currently acts as a Chief Executive Producer at Easyfind
Label and a Lead Developer for Easyfind music NFTs and CryptoCurrency
projects.

Peiyan Niu
Paul Niu, founder of New Eastern Accountancy Service, has experience
working with both large company IPOs and smaller to medium sized
businesses. Paul Niu's practical experience in taxation of digital asset
companies and investment in the blockchain field. The company's motto is: A
relationship is sustainable only when both sides are happy.
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Codename: Spaceman is a collectible NFT project focused on the artists and digital
assets community. Per Codename: Spaceman resides on the polygon blockchain as a
unique, non-fungible token (NFT).
Holding a Codename: Spaceman NFT makes you a member of Spaceman——a world and
a community that creates meaningful long-term connections through events, adventure,
and collaboration. Each Spaceman member gains exclusive benefits.

VIP NFT
Permanent Free Audience Ticket for
Global Digital Asset Summit (GDAS)
Permanent Free Audience Ticket for
other events hosted by the Ehelp
Company
Limited Ehelp Token Rewards (hold to
earn)
Join the art and digital asset
community created exclusively by
Ehelp Company
Regular updates on the latest industry
info
10% off shopping on Ehelp Merch
items
Priority to participate in the pre-sale
of the Codename: Spaceman series

Regular NFT
Permanent 50% Audience
Ticket for Global Digital Asset
Summit (GDAS) *
Permanent 50% Audience
Ticket for other events hosted
by the Ehelp Company*
Limited Ehelp Token Rewards
(hold to earn)
Join the art and digital asset
community created
exclusively by Ehelp Company
Regular updates on the latest
industry info
5% off shopping on Ehelp
Merch items*

Voting Rights on Empowerment of
Codename: Spaceman
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Codename: Spaceman NFT Reward Mechanism
( This release is limited to Codename: Spaceman series NFT )

25 VIP NFT Rewards For Sponsors
As the sponsors of the first summit, sponsors with VIP NFT will have priority access to the information of
subsequent Digital Assets Summits, and the VIP NFT can be used as a symbol of status and tickets.

125 Regular NFT Rewards for Guests, Partners, Organizing Staff
This is a sentiment and crowning for our follow-up summit, participating guests, partners, and host staff.
Suppose the follow-up guests with this voucher consider this event of contemporary significance and are
willing to continue to output to students and people ready to learn. In that case, this NFT will become an
opportunity to be bound to our event in the long term.

A certain number of NFTs will be given to the audience in an interactive activity and a blind box drawing.

After the main event, there is an event called "Special Roundtable." This "Special Roundtable" will contain
different Zoom breakout rooms to provide an opportunity for further interaction between the audience and
the guests.
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Free
Subscription

Participate by
Livestream
Subscribe to upcoming
Live Stream information
Livestream platform
Youtube and Bilibili

Student Pass

VIP pass

Add-on

Limited 150
For Day 1 event only

Now-03/27 $59.99
03/28-04/08 $79.99
For Entire 2 days event

Purchase via
OpenSea

Meet and Greet

Meet and Greet

Chance to Win NFT
MYSTERY BOX

Chance to Win NFT
MYSTERY BOX

Participation in
afterparty

Participation in
afterparty

Engagement with
Discord Community

Engagement with
Discord Community

Reg NFT
0.05 ETH
/USD

VIP NFT
0.1 ETH/USD

Purchase summit admission tickets through Ehelp official website:
ehelp.fans/2022summit Accepting the payment method of Visa, MasterCard,
Paypal, Alipay

Enter official website
For ticket Purchase
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Easypet

Easyfind

Bezalel International

DA Media

Digital Asset Academy of America

Guangxi General Chamber of
Commerce

Easyfit

Asia Animal Conservation
Association

North America Blockchain
Association

Not Just Art
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Sangamon Watch Co
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：

Guest Relations gdasguest@outlook.com
Business Bevelopment: gdasbd@outlook.com

Chinese Elite Consortium
(CEC)

Ehelp Discord
https://discord.gg/qKSfhDzc

US Oversea Students Union
(USOSU)

Summit Audience
WeChat Group
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